
ESCAPING THE LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC PROJECT 

“Never before have tools approached present power.  Never before have they been 

so integrated at the service of a small élite.  Kings could not claim divine right with as little 

challenge as executives claim service for the sake of greater production.”  

“Minorities organised by women, or blacks, or the unorthodox succeed at best in getting 

some of their members through school and into an expensive job.  They claim victory when 

they get equal pay for equal rank.  Paradoxically, these movements strengthen the idea that 

unequal graded work is necessary and that high-rise hierarchies are necessary to produce what 

an egalitarian society needs.” 

“Movements that seek control over existing institutions give them a new legitimacy, and also 

render their contradictions more acute.  Changes in management are not revolutions.” 

All the above are from Ivan Illich’s Tools for Conviviality and with them I could rest my case 

(or all my cases). 

The Soil Association (for instance because it is close to home for me) gives legitimacy to 

untenable centralised procurement and distribution systems, which also remove commons of 

service, ingenuity, dexterity, conviviality and restraint.  The Soil Association’s original purpose 

was the reclamation of Commons.  Now, as Ivan says, it claims victory because it has become 

a part of what it originally fought.  What it fought is unchanged, but the Soil Association is 

changed utterly from its purposes.  Now it provides labels for the untenable and for the 

dispossession of commons: commons of soil and of the roles (common virtues) of service. 

Contemporary with much of Ivan Illich’s writing, in 1968 Garret Hardin published a paper, 

which is its antithesis, outlining The Tragedy of the Commons.  Garret’s tragedy is: It is to the 

advantage of successful commoners to increase their own livestock until every animal on the 

common (including his own) sickens from lack of grazing.   

He pre-supposes an amoral world without social commons.  Virtue, in historical values (which 

define roles of every class) has no part in his thesis.  Instead he has a common of simple (and 

simplistic) physics: even excluding biology!   In his amoral world, the truth has been that the 

successful commoner had the means to buy out the unsuccessful and enclose the common for 

himself.  Wealth and/or violence (lack of consideration for others) have shaped the 

disappearance of the commons and of an evolved, complex, social history. 

What he describes is not the tragedy of the commons, but the lack, death, or carelessness of 

them.  He describes a loss of common virtue.  He describes commons of rights without 

consequence.  Of course throughout many differing cultures, common grazing was a common 

of responsibility to both the community and to the future of the community.  Graziers 

occupied historically defined roles.  Historical definition also almost universally applied to all 

levels of a hierarchy.  Both kings and commoners were responsible for consequence.  It was 

not to a commoner’s advantage to behave badly. 

Common virtue if vivacious is not a fragile thing.  If I behave well, I find happiness and self-

worth in behaving in community.  If I behave badly, no physics (such as a fenced field) can 

buy me happiness, or mitigate my shame. 



What Garret Hardin is actually expounding are the Tragedies of Economies of Scale, Division 

of Labour, Liberal Democracy, Consumer Choice and Consensus Politics.  That is, in the forms 

towards which they were mutating in 1968.  Those forms have now been achieved. 

We are presently consuming our common inheritance to extinction, while fabulously rich 

hierarchies organise (fence) their own and our common demise.  Our roles are prescribed, not 

by a common history (and future), but by the transience of the hierarchy.  Our roles are 

prescriptions for transience and have become the Tragedy of Liberal Democracy. 

As Fritz Schumacher says, true commons define methods for roles which seek permanence.   

How can there be commons without community?  Can I expand my flock to the detriment of 

the common grazing? - Only by behaving badly – and so facing both the censure and 

punishments of the Grazier’s Court and the ridicule of graziers. 

However, can I (the New Liberal Democrat) under-pay my supplier and over-charge my 

customer if they’ve the means to pay?  I can and with approval for my innovative niche-

market.  Can I vote for a political party package which will continue to approve my 

entrepreneurial spirit?  I can and that package need not be tempered by a common ethic, 

historic precedent, or common humanity.  Can I consume a finite resource until there is none 

remaining for a single future generation?  I can, if the price is right – and still show my face 

without shame in society. 

Moreover, do price rises follow scarcity to bring over-consumption into balance?  They do 

not.  Staples (oil and food prices) are protected. 

These things could not happen on the common.  They are properties of the amorality of 

fenced fields and privilege - the activities of new plutocracies without ancestry of restraint. 

Garret Hardin had confused the activities of the then futuristic retail park with a common 

grazing.  He did not distinguished a disconnected, violent, barbarian surge across fields from 

the settled cultures (organised by virtue) which worked them by the precedents of history, 

under the careful eyes of neighbours and by the convivial and interesting accumulation of 

skills. 

 

 

 


